
Full,	well-shaped	brows	are	an	easy	way	to	achieve	a	more	natural,	but

still	polished	look.	Makeup	artist	Julie	Morgan	shares	her	tips.

BEAUTY

R eshaping your brow may be the easiest—and least expensive—way to make over
your look. I’m loving the natural brow trend right now. Fuller, lightly filled brows look
great on everyone, guys included. They frame your face, put the focus on your eyes,

and can also help you look more professional. An overtweezed, overdrawn brow is a huge
distraction (and a huge no in my book).

highbrow



USE A SPOOLEY TO BRUSH THROUGH YOUR BROWS
BEFORE YOU PLUCK.

USE SLANT-TIPPED TWEEZERS TO START AND POINT
TWEEZERS FOR STUBBORN STUBBLE.

If you have naturally full brows à la Zach Galifianakis, you’ll want to shape and trim them.
If your brows tend to be thinner, pluck with care—and use a pencil to fill in the gaps. Either
way, you’ll want to start by growing out your brows. Warning, it may take six weeks or even
longer.

When you’re ready to start shaping, follow this step-by-step guide for perfect brows:

1	First, observe your brows from the front and profile.  At home, I use a hand mirror, a
compact, or the medicine-cabinet door to see which hairs in the tail area may need to be
removed, or where the brow may need to be filled in a little with pencil or powder.

2	Next, brush through your brows in all directions—up, down, and side to side—taking note
of any wild hairs that need to be weeded out to help the flow and reshaping of the brow.

3	Use a pencil to fill in your brows—before you tweeze! This will give you a sense of their
shape and keep you from getting overzealous. Some guidelines for shape: You want the front
of the brow to be in line with the bridge of your nose and the arch to be about three-quarters
of the way in. From there the brow should taper, though I tend to like a strong tail.

4 Tweeze with care. Clean the tweezer tips so they're free of makeup or moisturizer residue
for efficient hair-plucking. Use slant-tipped tweezers to start and point tweezers for hard-to-
pluck stubble and ingrown hairs.
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5	Take a step back and put down the tweezers every so often to gauge your progress. And
remember: Less is more. If you pull too many, you risk creating a hole that may not grow
back.

6	If you have long, unruly brows, use a spooley (a small, round brush like those used to apply
mascara) to brush hairs in the upward direction, then trim hair tips that extend past the
natural line at the top of the brow. Repeat on the second brow, taking care to align the
bottom of the arches.

And, take a look at what’s in my brow toolbox:

1  Rubis Classic Slant Tweezers. Stainless
Steel, $40 at rubistweezers.com
My favorite daily tweezer. 

http://www.rubistweezers.com/miva/merchant.mvc?Store_Code=r&Screen=PROD&Product_Code=1k102


2  Anastasia Beverly Hills Mini Duo
Angled/Spooley 7, $18 at sephora.com
A spooley and angled brush in one.

3  Shiseido Facial Razor, $5 at amazon.com
A Japanese razor for fuzzy hair cleanup around
the brow.

http://www.sephora.com/mini-duo-angled-spooley-7-P69517?skuId=765776&om_mmc=ppc-
http://www.amazon.com/FT-Shiseido-Facial-Razor-3pcs/dp/B005CIWEJU


4   Tweezerman Point Tweezer
$23 at tweezerman.com
Precision tweezer for stubble and ingrown
hairs.

5   Diorshow Styler Brow Styler Ultra-
Fine/Precision Brow Pencil, $29 at
sephora.com
A fine-tip, universal color pencil.

http://www.tweezerman.com/store/product/point-tweezer/
http://www.sephora.com/diorshow-brow-styler-ultra-fine-precision-brow-pencil-P238433


6  Maybelline Great Lash Clear Mascara, $6 at
cvs.com
Clear mascara for touch-ups.

7  Make Up For Ever/Aqua Brow, $20 at
sephora.com
Long-lasting, smudge-proof eyebrow filler.

http://www.cvs.com/shop/beauty/eyes/mascara/maybelline-new-york-great-lash-clear-mascara-clear-for-lash-and-brow-skuid-320407
http://www.sephora.com/aqua-brow-P375462
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